
Q-CTRL Releases Free Access to Fire Opal for
End Users to Improve Quantum Algorithm
Performance by up to >1,000x

Standalone software package integrated with industry leading cloud platforms now available,

validated by end-user partners Capgemini, Xerox PARC, Quanscient

Q2B, SAN JOSE, CA, USA, December 6, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Q-CTRL, a global leader in

We look forward to

supporting Q-CTRL’s

innovations in quantum

error suppression, a key to

enhancing quantum

computing performance

and accelerating innovation

for our customers.”

Richard Moulds, General

Manager of Amazon Braket

infrastructure software for quantum technology, today

announced the release of Fire Opal, a user-friendly

software package designed to enable algorithm developers

to get useful results from today’s imperfect quantum

computers. Today’s announcement was made at Q2B, the

quantum industry trade show in Santa Clara, California.  

Quantum computing is expected to transform sectors from

drug discovery and logistics to finance. However, most

quantum computers are so error prone that they can run

only the shortest and simplest algorithms before errors

build up and render the calculations useless. Improving the

quality of results returned by quantum processors is

essential for quantum computers to deliver true value.

Fire Opal allows quantum algorithm developers in business and research to run more valuable

algorithms on today’s quantum computers by reducing performance-limiting errors

automatically. Early algorithm developers at large enterprises from banking, technology

consulting, and investment management have become enthusiastic advocates of this

transformational new product.

It delivers the same technology Q-CTRL researchers used to achieve up to 9,000x improvements

in how likely quantum algorithms were to produce the right answer on quantum computers. This

technology is now available as a fully automated software package free for any user via the

cloud, enabling developers to improve quantum algorithm performance and achieve otherwise

unattainable results from real quantum computers.

Fire Opal is hardware agnostic. The initial release includes integration with quantum hardware

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://q-ctrl.com/fire-opal?utm_source=media&amp;utm_medium=release&amp;utm_campaign=fire-opal-launch-pr


via IBM quantum devices, with more backend providers coming soon, enabling users to optimize

algorithm execution on real quantum processors accessible via the cloud. 

Q-CTRL has also been an early user of pulse-level control through Amazon Braket. Fire Opal at its

core employs the new capabilities enabled by pulse-level control in order to derive significant

improvements in QPU performance.   

“We look forward to supporting Q-CTRL’s innovations in quantum error suppression, a key to

enhancing quantum computing performance and accelerating innovation for our customers,”

said Richard Moulds, General Manager of Amazon Braket.

Future Fire Opal releases will extend access to multiple new backend providers and deliver

expanded capabilities. This includes full support for optimized Quantum Error Correction

syndrome measurement and decoding, and hardware-optimized execution of hybrid algorithms,

such as QAOA, on paid plans.

Pre-release beta users have repeatedly validated Fire Opal’s capabilities with real quantum

algorithms, reporting exceptional performance and efficiency gains.

“The Capgemini team used Fire Opal to benchmark the inverse quantum Fourier transform with

relevance to materials science and drug discovery,” said Julian van Velzen, CTIO & Head of

Capgemini’s Quantum Lab. “We found process fidelities were improved by more than an order of

magnitude versus no error mitigation, with relative improvements increasing with the number of

qubits. We further found that fidelities were higher than for other error mitigation tools that we

have explored.”

“We find particularly appealing that the product is both circuit agnostic and quick, which will

allow for fast prototyping,” van Velzen added. “This is valuable in the short term to enable us to

push further with end-to-end, proof-of-concept explorations on current hardware. In the years

ahead, as we move closer to quantum advantage, this will enable real applications to deliver

value sooner.” 

Dr. Valtteri Lahtinen, Chief Scientific Officer & Co-Founder at Quanscient, also recognised the

benefits of using Fire Opal to optimize algorithms and reduce costs. “We wanted to challenge

Fire Opal’s capabilities by running a quite complex, unoptimized circuit. The results were

extremely promising. The only comparable results we’ve seen have come from hardware too

expensive to run.” 

Fire Opal is fully automated and requires no user overhead, configuration, or tuning. The core

technology for error suppression also involves zero extra compute time for the user, reducing

quantum compute costs by up to 100x relative to alternative approaches. 

“Our experience with Q-CTRL and Fire Opal was simply amazing,” said Johan de Kleer, Research



Fellow at Xerox PARC. “We designed a special quantum circuit benchmark based on diagnostic

problems to evaluate the software. We ran the benchmark with and without Fire Opal, and the

results spoke for themselves: Fire Opal achieved 4.5x more accuracy and 2x reduction in

execution cost compared to the baseline. The experience clearly indicates how much more cost-

effective quantum computing can be when using the right tools.” 

Q-CTRL addresses the challenge of hardware error in its efforts to make quantum computers

useful through pioneering research. The company recently demonstrated this through

experimental benchmarking tests of Fire Opal running both benchmark algorithms similar to

those used by the U.S. Quantum Economic Development Consortium (QED-C) and proxy

measures, such as Quantum Volume, as developed by IBM.  

“There’s hidden performance inside today’s quantum computers that can be accessed with the

right software,” said Q-CTRL founder and CEO Professor Michael J. Biercuk. “We understand how

difficult it has been for all but a handful of specialist experts to leverage advanced capabilities in

quantum error suppression - that changes today with Fire Opal. Now anyone can achieve

meaningful insights from today’s quantum computers, and save massively on compute costs in

the process.”

Q-CTRL, together with its partners, is building a broader quantum ecosystem, aiming to make

useful quantum computing accessible to every business and individual seeking strategic

advantage. Fire Opal’s announcement follows the release of Black Opal Enterprise, Q-CTRL’s

flagship edtech tool designed to make businesses quantum ready.

Users can sign up at http://fire.q-ctrl.com/signup

To learn more about Q-CTRL, visit www.q-ctrl.com. Come find us at Q2B!

About Q-CTRL

Q-CTRL is building the quantum technology industry by overcoming the fundamental challenge

in the field – hardware error and instability. Q-CTRL’s quantum control infrastructure software for

R&D professionals and quantum computing end users delivers the highest performance error-

correcting and suppressing techniques globally, and provides a unique capability to accelerate

the pathway to the first useful quantum computers. This foundational technology also applies to

a new generation of quantum sensors, and enables Q-CTRL to shape and underpin every

application of quantum technology.

Q-CTRL has assembled the world’s foremost team of expert quantum-control engineers,

providing solutions to many of the most advanced quantum computing and sensing teams

globally. Q-CTRL has been an inaugural member of the IBM Quantum Startup network since

2018, and recently announced a partnership with Transport for NSW, delivering its enterprise

infrastructure software to transport data scientists. Q-CTRL is funded by tier-1 international
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investors, including SquarePeg Capital, Sierra Ventures, Data Collective, Horizons Ventures, Main

Sequence Ventures, In-Q-Tel, Airbus Ventures, and Ridgeline Partners. The company has

international headquarters in Sydney, Los Angeles, and Berlin.

About Fire Opal

Fire Opal provides a zero-config interface for users to automatically execute the most advanced

error correction and error suppression protocols available. A single command executes a

complete workflow to reduce errors caused by the inherent instability of today’s quantum

hardware. The technology, patent pending, is based on the same physics used in MRI, but now

updated for the quantum era enabling new use cases for technology with nearly a century of

existing application. The expert team at Q-CTRL has pushed the limits on how this foundational

scientific knowledge can be used to tackle the most pervasive problems in quantum computing.

Fire Opal joins Black Opal (edtech) and Boulder Opal (quantum control research) in the Q-CTRL

product portfolio. The company’s product branding pays homage to the team’s Australian roots;

opal is a globally coveted gem iconic to Australia.

Fire Opal by the numbers:

>10X enhanced algorithmic complexity. The complexity of a quantum circuit is measured by its

depth, effectively the number of operations that can be performed successfully.  In head-to-head

comparisons, Fire Opal enabled circuits over 10X deeper to be executed on the same hardware

with no other changes.

>100X reduced compute costs. Quantum compute costs are measured as quantum-processor-

time in use, much like conventional cloud compute resources. Fire Opal reduces costs in two

ways: First, Fire Opal requires only a single execution to deliver maximum benefit.  Most existing

error reduction strategies require users to run circuits hundreds of times to gain improvements.

Second, Fire Opal allows a user to choose a lower-cost system to complete prototype testing; in

direct comparisons, Fire Opal delivered equivalent performance between low-cost and premium

systems, despite a 400X price difference between them. 

>1000X improved accuracy. Quantum algorithms generally return incorrect results due to errors

in quantum circuits. In its hardware validation efforts published in the technical literature, Q-

CTRL showed that for critical benchmarking algorithms employed by the US QED-C, Fire Opal

delivered >1000X higher likelihood of a machine returning the correct answer.  
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